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ELO sweetens archiving for Zentis

Zentis GmbH & Co. KG is well-known for its fruit-based jams and 
delicious marzipan specialties. However, Zentis is also one of 
Europe's leading fruit preparation companies, giving its numerous 
fruit preparations in yoghurt, fruit quark, and many more dairy 
products a delicious fruity taste. Zentis has specialized in the prepa-
ration of fruit and other natural products for nearly 120 years. With 
ELOprofessional, this Aachen-based business has now found the 
right recipe for document management.

Zentis has remained in family ownership since its establishment and 
remains a modern family business that is not subject to the pressure of 
short-term profitability concerns. Strategic planning is thus oriented to 
medium- to long-term organic growth. "Innovation based on traditi-
on" is the credo - a belief in progress without forgetting one‘s roots. 
The business is well aware of its responsibility for both food security 
and quality, as well as ecological and social requirements. Zentis there-
fore is intensively involved in Aachen and worldwide in a number of 
cultural and social projects. All 1,995 of its employees have interna-
lized this high business standard, who rededicate themselves daily to 
making our days a little sweeter through their products.

"The easy-to-use nature of the ELO 
clients led to fast and great acceptance 

among the Zentis employees."

Frank Cüpper, 
Department head, Electrical Engineering, 

Zentis GmbH & Co. KG
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Control documentation, easily file docu-
ments revision-controlled, and quickly lo-
cate the documents again. Search all de-
partments at once.

Zentis, the Aachen-based provider of fruit-
based jams and fine marzipan specialties, is 
Europe's leading producer of innovative 
fruit preparations for the dairy industry.

With ELOprofessional, the ELO Backup Ser-
ver, and ELO WebAccess 2011, the require-
ments were surpassed.

• Technical and internal documentation

• Version control and documentation

• Unified and central archiving

• No duplication

• Full text search

• Fulfillment of legal requirements

Famous history of success
On June 20, 1893, Franz Zentis opened a colonial goods and groceries 
business in Aachen, Germany. Almost by chance, he made a delicious 
jam from dried apricots and sugar. He named it "Famos" – Feinste Ap-
rikosen-Marmelade ohne Sirup (Finest Apricot Jam without Syrup). It 
was a roaring success. This was his first step from shopkeeper to jam 
producer.

After World War II, Zentis quickly joined in the Wirtschaftswunder, the 
German post-war economic boom. To satisfy Germans' appetite for 
sweets, fine confectionery products were added in 1954. First, Zentis 
concentrated on chocolate products. Then, over time, production of 
marzipan products and pure marzipan for commercial use was added. 
In the early 1960s, Zentis started developing and producing fruit pre-
parations for the milk processing industry. A close partnership with 
all well-known creameries in Europe followed. In 1988, dairy industry 
officials honored Zentis’ many special achievements with a milk mar-
keting sponsorship award.

Global expansion
Zentis also focused its inventive skills on the consumer market. In the 
1970s, new Zentis products – breakfast jam, Aachen plum butter, and 
Nusspli hazelnut spread – were successfully introduced. Innovative 
plastic packaging made shopping, storage, and disposal easy for the 
consumer. Belfrutta, in the distinctive potbellied jar, soon followed by 
the end of the 1970s and still today remains Zentis' no. 1 jam.

Zentis' success led to a steady expansion of operations. In 1995, con-
fectionery production started in Eilendorf. In 2004, Zentis then inves-
ted 28 million euros to expand its Jülicherstraße site. This expansion 
and renovation provided optimum production processes for this 
70,000-sq.m. site. In 1997, Zentis opened a subsidiary in Poland and 
three years later, a second operation in Hungary. These were followed 
by a Russian subsidiary in 2003 and Zentis' first U.S. factory, in Ply-
mouth, Indiana, in mid-2007. In late 2012, with the acquisition of Sweet 
Ovations LLC, Zentis is now able to take another significant step to-
ward global expansion. The company is thus creating an even stronger 
international position in order to consistently access markets outside 
of Europe.
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Information management with ELO
It is important for Zentis to achieve a high level of cus-
tomer service, good cooperation with suppliers, and 
quality management. However, it is also important to 
have all relevant information quickly available in an 
understandable format. At Zentis, this information 
was previously structured in various ways in different 
departments. Searching for documents was time- and 
effort-intensive. Because of this, the company looked 
around for a legally compliant and easy-to-use docu-
ment management system (DMS).

The decision to use ELOprofessional  was made quickly, 
because it far exceeded the requirements. Decisive 
factors included its ease of use, which oriented itself 
around the well-understood file structure, and the ex-
tremely fast full text search. The project was imple-
mented in cooperation with an ELO business partner.

Two areas of filing focus
At present, Zentis primarily uses ELOprofessional to 
file documents from two different areas:

• Forms of an IT nature (user rights, requests, RMA 
and order handling)

• Documentation on process equipment and com-
ponents. This includes text and table calculation 
documents as well as presentations and illustra-
tions (mostly in PDF format for compatibility rea-
sons)

To do so, the existing folder structure used to file pa-
per documents was kept for the archive. Documents 
are filed to this tree structure with relatively little key-
wording information, because it is sufficient for their 
required uses and only a small amount of time was 
needed to implement the process.

Special keywording forms for images
The documentation archived for process equipment 
and components usually contains a large number of 
photographs. For this reason, the business partner 
created special keywording forms for images to simp-
lify and speed up the filing process for images. With 
these individual keywording forms, the images can be 
automatically filed to the correct folder and automati-
cally assigned to their corresponding device – and all 
of this without requiring extensive effort to rename 
them.

Direct from the scanner to the central 
archive
After employees receive a document, they will scan it 
with a multifunction device. The user logs on to the 
scanner with a user ID. The network scanners then 
store the scanned documents with the corresponding 
user ID to a file server. As soon as the user opens their 
ELO Mailbox, the scanned documents are automati-
cally moved to the ELO Mailbox corresponding to the 
user ID. From there, it is easy to save them to the archi-
ve.

This procedure will be further simplified in the next 
project phase. The scanned documents will be filed di-
rectly from the network scanner to the ELO Mailbox, 
without taking the detour through the file server. 
With the information contained within the user ID, the 
documents can even be filed automatically to the ELO 
archive in the appropriate path/folder.

Employees who mostly perform research tasks make 
extensive use of the search function in addition to the 
archive tree. The full text search is especially helpful 
when searching for documentation regarding compo-
nents, since the document title does not need to be 
known.
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ELO Digital Office, the ELO Logo, elo.com, ELOoffice, 
ELOprofessional and ELOenterprise are trademarks of ELO 

Digital Office GmbH in Germany and/or other countries.
 
 

Microsoft®, MS®, Windows®, Word® and Excel®, 
PowerPoint®, SharePoint®, Navision® are registered 

trademarks of Microsoft Corporation in the USA and/or 
other countries. Other company, product, or service names 

may be trademarks by other companies.

This publication serves only as non-binding general 
information and is not a substitute for a detailed, individual 
consultation. The information contained in this publication 

can be changed at any time without prior notification. 
Technical characteristics and functions may vary, particularly 

from country to country. 

You can obtain the latest information on ELO products, 
contract conditions, and prices from the ELO companies 

and the ELO business partners, and/or from the ELO 
channel partners. The product information shows the 
present status. Subject and extent of the services are 

exclusively defined in the respective contracts. 

ELO does not guarantee that its products or other 
services ensure compliance of specific laws or regulations. 

The customer is responsible for adherence to security 
regulations and other regulations defined by national and 

international law. 
The right to make changes, errors, and misprints is reserved. 

Reproduction and distribution, in part or in whole, is only 
allowed with written consent from ELO Digital Office 

GmbH.

© Copyright ELO Digital Office GmbH 2013.  
All rights reserved.

Summary and outlook
The set goals were reached, all expectations surpassed. With 
ELOprofessional and support from their business partner, all impor-
tant information has been archived revision controlled, can be found 
quickly, and is accessible from any department or location. ELO conti-
nues to impress with its powerful full text search, ease of use, integra-
tion with other programs, and central user and rights management.

The versioning feature allows the history of each document to be vie-
wed. This enables employees to view a complete process represented 
by a document, for example from an order request through to its pro-
cessing and on to its completion. This increases transparency, allowing 
each department to directly access information on the current status 
of a process. Frank Cüpper, head of Electrical Engineering at Zentis, 
states: "ELO makes it possible for us to access the most current system 
documentation at any of our production facilities, as well as from mo-
bile devices. This led to improved information exchange within the IT 
team."

Even if it sounds like science fiction, it is already reality: the use of the 
ELO Internet Gateway at Zentis provides access to documents with 
mobile devices like the iPad, tablets, smartphones, etc. from 
everywhere on the planet. This gives employees access to information 
relevant to them, at any time and place, even on business trips or 
outside appointments. Zentis intends to use these mobile access 
methods to even greater effect in the future – naturally with ELO.

ELO full text search
Unbelievably fast, easy to use, and 

surprisingly accurate.

"We no longer have to waste time 
searching for documents. The full text 

search goes right to the desired 
document."

Frank Cüpper, 
Department head, Electrical Engineering

Zentis GmbH & Co. KG


